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Wholehope Cottage was one of YHA’s most remarkable outposts. It was a shepherd’s cottage high on the Cheviot
Hills on the historic Clennell Street, an ancient droving track linking Scotland’s Bowmont Valley with England’s
Coquet Valley, Kelso with Morpeth. It is wild, lonely and beautiful country. From Wholehope, at 1,300 feet,
Clennell Street drops southwards in three miles towards Alwinton in Upper Coquetdale, at 500ft, one of
Northumberland’s tiniest and most remote villages.
The cottage had been empty for some years and was rescued from dereliction largely through the efforts and
persuasion of Bob Jewitt. The website www.barbersasa.co.uk describes how ‘in 1948 Mr Jewitt proposed to the
Northumberland and Tyneside Region of YHA that a building should be converted into a basic youth hostel to
allow walkers easier access to the hills of Upper Coquetdale. The cottage at Wholehope was considered a worthy
candidate and the council agreed to the conversion giving three conditions: no more than £50 was to be spent on
refurbishment, it would be run by voluntary supervisors, and the repaired building was required to last for four years.
The work was completed surprisingly fast as they were overwhelmed with volunteers. The converted hostel opened
in April 1949. Often it would be full or overfilling as it gave access that much further into Upper Coquetdale. One
week end there were forty people staying in the building when it was supposed to only sleep twelve.’ The website is
quoted by kind permission of Susan Lawrence (née Barber).

A lone figure stands outside the freshly Snowcemmed Wholehope cottage, when the hostel was new.
A single sheet sleeping bag adorns the washing line (photograph YHA Archive)

The hostel opened in April 1949, essentially for work parties, though a few others stayed too. YHA’s Rucksack
Magazine Spring 1949 issue described it as a spartan shelter and advised on its pronunciation: Woolup. It went on
to say:
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Getting equipment to the hostel has often been reminiscent of the building of the pyramids although the YHA
slaves have had valuable tractor assistance.
Although on Clennell ‘Street’ the next house north-west in the street is eleven miles further on! The least
difficult approach is from Alwinton but even this is not advised after dark. (If lost after dark go down stream
back to civilisation.)
Wholehope Cottage YH is a challenge to the ambitious and opens up some of the finest Cheviot country.

Tyneside Hosteller of May 1949 stated that much was done and much still to do. There were beds for six men and six
women and the intention was to operate the hostel on Saturday nights and Bank Holidays only, or by arrangement
with the Regional Secretary.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne East Member of Parliament and Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Health, Arthur
Blenkinsop, officially opened Wholehope hostel on 18th June 1949. He had been chairman of the Region’s Hostels
Management Committee and was a supporter of the YHA, the nascent Pennine Way, the Ramblers Association and
emerging countryside leisure matters. The July 1949 issue of Tyneside Hosteller described the occasion:
There can rarely have been a more varied assembly of people gathered together at one spot than that at
Wholehope when the new hostel was opened. There were townsmen and countrymen, landowners and tenant
farmers, town children and country children, tough local hostellers who did the alterations, and three girls from
Girton College, Cambridge, who tidied up the mess.
From far away, Wholehope in its new coat of Snowcem gleamed like a beacon in the hills. The assembled
company included Tom Stephenson, Mr Walton of Shillmoor, on whose farm Wholehope stands, and Mr
Waddle, who farms Alwinton. Transport included a jeep, a tractor, a hay bogey, a motor cycle, a pedal cycle and a
child’s bogey…
There will be no warden. The management of the hostel will be by the South Shields Local Group, who are
effecting the conversion and who will maintain a rota of volunteer wardens.
There will be adequate cooking facilities but no hostel store or provided meals. There is no postal service. The
suitcase gaffer will not get to Wholehope, but it will attract fell-walkers who can fend for themselves.

Arthur Blenkinsop stands under the welcoming YHA sign during the official opening of Wholehope youth hostel.
The smartly-dressed woman seated rather incongruously next to a tin basin is probably Mrs Walton from the neighbouring farm
(YHA Archive)

Writing more recently in The Northumbrian, Geoffrey Wedderburn was among the first hostellers to stay at
Wholehope, and returned several more times in the next few years. He remembered that overcrowding was a
problem, particularly during bad weather, as no other local accommodation was available. He had an uncomfortable
night there during heavy snowfall, when every bed and sleeping bag space was occupied.
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In 1950 the appointment of a volunteer student warden allowed Wholehope to stay open for about 6 weeks
continuously in high summer, to augment Saturday nights during the rest of the year, and this pattern of operation
was generally repeated. In July 1951 Tyneside Hosteller added a little whimsical thought on the matter:
Perched in his eyrie at Wholehope our acting warden, Mr Joe Hill, has, like Chaucer’s Clerk of Oxenford, a line
of books at his ‘beddes heed.’ Mr Hill is reading Philosophy at London University. Can you imagine a better spot
for a detached study of philosophy than Wholehope?

An advertisement for repeat voluntary assistance appeared in Rucksack Magazine, May-June 1952 issue:
The Region is seeking a student or other person to act as temporary warden for the summer months at
Wholehope. The wage is almost nominal (£1 per week inclusive). The hostel is in a lonely situation; post and
provisions are three miles down the hills! There are few or sometimes even no mid-week visitors; living
conditions border on the primitive. Meals do not have to be provided.

Tyneside Hosteller reminded members to take their own plate, cup and cutlery, and as an afterthought, their own
sleeping bags.

A useful location page in the Regional Hostel Guide, 1950 (YHA Archive)

A note of caution had to be sounded in September 1952’s issue of the regional magazine:
Members will be noticing improved fire precautions as a result of advice we have requested from
Northumberland County Fire Brigade. Even Wholehope was visited and we should like to quote the final
paragraph on the Wholehope report: ‘The necessity of ensuring that a fire does not break out should be strongly
impressed upon the wardens. Owing to its age, structure and inaccessibility to fire appliances, if a serious fire
occurs any hope of saving the building is extremely remote.’
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The cooking facilities and common room at Wholehope – these and photographs on page 5 and 6 are from unknown sources

Until publication ceased at the end of 1959, the Tyneside Hosteller offered regular updates on Wholehope hostel, the
kind of minutiae that would be very useful to hostellers before more rapid forms of communication became
commonplace. In 1953, for instance, the hostel received a general overhaul: another coat of external Snowcem was
planned for the Coronation holidays, but bad weather curtailed outside operations. Less welcome was the news that
Bob Jewitt, who had done so much to establish Wholehope, was moving away from the district. In the summer of
1955 David Sevante acted as resident warden for a month, while in November Wholehope’s notoriously elastic walls
were fully stretched during the skiing season, a reminder of how severe winters could be during this era.
In 1956, Wholehope was to have pillow cases (What next?), and David Sevante returned for his summer stint.
Usage was gratifyingly heavy during the holiday season, in spite of the weather. In 1957, the magazine commented:
‘Considering its remoteness and the difficulties in maintaining reasonable facilities and supervision, Wholehope
hostel has been a greater success and has survived longer than we who helped establish it dared to hope, [thanks to]
its wonderful situation, its irresistible appeal and a steady flow of devoted enthusiasts to keep it in reasonably good
order.’ David Sevante returned in the 1957 high season. Other summer volunteer wardens recorded were Miss Cox
(1950), James Lassey (1952) and John Brock (1961 and 1962).
At the end of 1957, regulars were preparing for another busy skiing season. Much useful work had been put in by
Pitch Wilson (another dedicated volunteer in the Region) and his friends.

Mary Jephcott stayed in 1957, when poor weather brought out the plastic capes and macs (YHA Archive)
Writing to YHA in 2009, Doug Harvey reminisced on one special stay at Wholehope:
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One short memory of Wulup YH. This takes me back to New Year’s Eve 1956 or 58, I forget now which. On
30th December, my mate and I went up to Alwinton via Rothbury and Thropton, which was as far as the bus
went in those faraway days. Walking from Thropton (in the dark) to Alwinton, about 8 miles, we arrived at the
Rose & Thistle at about 9pm and after the obligatory couple of pints set off up the track to the hostel. Although
coldish, not particularly bitter, I do not recall whether or not there was any snow about. We got there about 11
to find that we were the only ones there. Needless to say the place was in total darkness and bitterly cold.
However, we soon lit a couple of paraffin lamps and got a fire blazing to warm the place up, and after a quick
brew up turned in for the night. The next day, New Year’s Eve, was probably spent cleaning the place up and
relaxing, pending the anticipated celebrations down at the Rose & Thistle.
At 9pm, off we went down the track to Alwinton and the Rose & Thistle. Celebrations were well underway in
the run up to midnight and the New Year. The official extension was until 1am, but those still on their feet at
this hour were invited to continue in the Licensee’s living room, where we stayed until dawn. The good lady of
the establishment then prepared for us a sumptuous ‘Full English’. So, New Year’s morning saw the two of us,
wonderfully replete, trudging up the track back to base to recover. By mid-morning we had recovered enough to
take a stroll up to the top of Cheviot and back, returning just as it was getting dark.
The following morning, after tidying up the place we set of for the return journey to Newcastle. First, down the
track to the Rose & Thistle for a cup of coffee and to say thanks to the Landlord and his wife before gratefully
accepting a lift to Rothbury from one of the locals.

Difficulties over staffing the hostel were emerging, however; Tyneside Hosteller commented in Autumn 1958 that
there had recently been such a shortage of good supervisors that the Regional Council decided that Wholehope
youth hostel would close permanently on 1st November. The closure of the region’s smallest hostel would reflect the
changing hostel scene as the average hosteller’s age was falling and hostel standards were rising. Resident wardens
had, after all, been regional policy for some years now. A great deal of voluntary contribution had been needed in the
hostel’s running, including from wardens who would travel out from Newcastle on the Friday evening bus, then face
the late evening slog up to the hostel. Following the closure of Alnham hostel, the loss of
Wholehope would make the need for a hostel between Kielder and Wooler even greater.
Left: hostel stamp, 1958

Another hardship was emerging for female hostellers – Pat Packham stayed here in 1959, and noted:
Woolhope – a shepherds’ hut on the Cheviot Hills. It was three miles from the nearest village and on the door
were a red horse shoe and, ironically, a Bus Stop notice. A fire was blazing cheerfully in the old-fashioned grate.
We had to wash in a stream and when we asked where the ladies’ was the warden replied that it had been pulled
down: ‘see that spade – take it and disappear on to the moors.’

Pat Packham’s experience was echoed by these three young women at Wholehope.
The photograph is captioned: ‘Returning from the washroom’

It was an age of localised policy-making and hostellers frequently fought the closure of their favourite locations. A
petition with over 50 signatures asking that Wholehope be kept open pending a meeting to discuss the problem
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resulted in a reprieve. Council members agreed to step in with supervising Saturday nights, and a decision was taken
late in 1958 to continue with the hostel, despite difficulties. At the beginning of 1959 Pitch Wilson provided 12
names of possible supervisors. A motion to keep Wholehope open was carried, and a successful rota arranged. ‘Tug’
Wilson hoped that the ‘wee white cottage on the hill’ would still be there to welcome him when he returned from
whaling in the Atlantic. Someone found the time amidst the uncertainty to fit a new floor in the loft space, though
how that was used is not recorded. The final Tyneside Hosteller advice, in mid-1959, was that bottled gas was
replacing paraffin for cooking.
The hostel managed another six years, and 16 in all; it outlasted more centrally placed hostels such as Alnham and
Rothley Shiel, where the conditions were less challenging but no doubt the overheads and staffing costs somewhat
greater. The initial requirement to set up a hostel for four years had been vindicated, though with numbers of
hostellers diminishing in smaller hostels and expectations rising during the 1950s and 1960s, the eventual closure in
October 1964 seemed almost inevitable.
The barbersasa website referred to earlier describes Wholehope’s sorry end. After YHA left, the Mountain Bothies
Association was soon using it, but permission to improve its rapid deterioration was not forthcoming locally. In
1968 Coquetdale was struck by Foot and Mouth disease and the area declared out of bound for many months.
During this time winter storms damaged the fragile felt and tar roof beyond repair, though MBA volunteers
attempted to rescue the building in 1969. Some time in the 1970s the owner, MrWalton, demolished the building.
Nowadays a small heap of fallen stones marks where the hostel stood.

A cheerful group and their paraphernalia after a stay at Wholehope

Overnights – inclusive periods each year as follows
1949-1965: previous Oct to Sept; the 28 overnights for the 1965 statistical year were for October 1964
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